
Balancing Parenting, 
Professionalism, and 
a Pandemic (Oh My!)





You are not 
imagining it –
it’s stressful!

• Anxiety about the pandemic/safety
• Missing “normal” activities, lack of coping outlets
• Missing people, isolation and/or Not having alone time
• Grief/loss
• Worry about the future
• Unknown/uncertainty
• Compassion fatigue
• Online fatigue

Chronic

• Competing space needs with family members
• Distractions
• Deadlines
• Changed (and often added) job 

expectations/duties/schedules
• Things take longer
• Managing children’s learning (remote or in-person)
• Children’s stressors
• Your own stressors

In-the-moment



Ambiguous Loss 





So, what do we do??



Identify your stressors



This works with kids too!



Brainstorm solutions



Boundaries – Set them, live them, love them



Adjust Your 
Expectations 

(you are probably 
already learning all 
the “new skills” 
you can handle 
right now)



Importance of 
Self Care

Put on your own oxygen mask before 
helping others

Everyone is exhausted. You also are 
allowed to be exhausted.

What are things you find “recharging” 
and replenishing?
• Might be alone time, might be connection with 

others, might be both!
• Set aside time for those things on a regular basis
• Put them in your calendar



Kids can do more than we think they can



Respond to children’s stress rather than 
Reacting



Use I-statements



The Importance 
of 

Encouragement

What’s the difference 
between praise and 

encouragement?

Both can be effective, but 
praise (especially if 

overused) can get diluted in 
its effectiveness and can 

actually decrease risk taking

General tips:

Be specific rather than 
vague (“That was really 

helpful of you to help me 
clean the dishes” vs. “Nice 

job”)

Focus on internal rather than 
external judgments (“You 
must be so proud” vs. “I’m 

so proud of you”)

Focus on effort (“You really 
have been practicing hard”) 
rather than competition (“I’m 

so proud of you for 
winning”)

Encourage along the way, 
rather than only praising at 

the end.



Show Appreciation (for everyone)



How to have challenging conversations
• Address issues when you are calm, NOT in the heat of the moment

• AND ALSO deal with issues promptly - don’t “save up” complaints (leads to 
kitchen sinking)

• Scheduled family meetings can be a great way to clear the air on a 
regular basis

• Be sure to point out good things during the meetings too!

• Use soft start up techniques
• Use I-Statements

• Avoid “never” and “always”

• Use “critical sandwiches” – positive thing, criticism, positive thing



How to have challenging conversations

• Use positive words when setting expectations

• “Please make sure to get this done by the deadline!” vs. “Don’t miss this 

deadline!”

• Engage in complaints not criticisms

• Key is focusing on behavioral description, not character assassination

• Take time-outs if you need to

• They’re not just for kids



Attitude is 
everything!

Remember that this is your loved one, who is 
currently being annoying, rather than your enemy

People in a positive frame of mind assume the best. 
People in a negative frame of mind assume the 
worst. Note that in either case, the actual intentions 
of the other person don’t matter!

Put yourself (and them) in a positive frame of mind:
•Think of three things that you genuinely like and respect about 
the person,  particularly heading into conversations or 
interactions that you anticipate will be difficult

•Practice critical “sandwiches” – start and end with something 
positive, put anything negative in the middle



Sometimes, Children (and Parents) Need More



Be kind and 
give grace 
freely To others, AND YOURSELF

No one is at their best right now. Including 
you. AND THAT’S OK. Repeat that. Again. 

Remember that self care slide? Seriously, 
do it. 
• It’s good for you
• It’s good to model for those around you. Teach your 

kids to do self care and it will serve them well for a 
lifetime!



QUESTIONS?
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